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David French Music only supplies reliable, brand-name instruments, approved by
your teachers, that will enable your student to perform now and into the future.
Our fully stocked retail facility has everything you need, with advanced and
professional instruments, sheet music, and a large selection of accessories for
every instrument.
We offer a comprehensive private music lesson program designed to offer high
quality music education for students of all ages and abilities.
We offer comprehensive, on site, factory authorized repair services for all woodwind,
brass, percussion, and string instruments. Repair loaners are free of charge!

Come Visit Us!
53B Otis Street, Westborough, MA 01581

(508) 366-5994

Online at www.DavidFrenchMusic.com

Ask about our
Points Program!
Help out your school!
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Junior Session:
July 12-17, 2015

(For students who have completed grade 7 or 8)

Senior Session:
July 19- August 1, 2015

(For students who have completed grades 9-12)
For more information, call the UNH Department of Music at (603) 862-2404
or visit our website at www.cola.unh.edu/music
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From the Editor
Summer is digital, once more.
By Susan Gedutis Lindsay

W

elcome to our
second annual summer
digital issue. In
this issue, you’ll find the same
great content that our Massachusetts music educators have
been sharing issue after issue...
The content is terrific again
so I hope that you make some
time this summer for a little
“beach reading.”
Though we are all gearing up for the end of
the school year, this summer is really a new
start for MMEA, including a newly elected
slate of officers and executive board. Cathy
Connor-Moen is finishing up her productive tenure as president and shares some
parting thoughts with us in her letter this
issue... and we are looking forward to hearing from Tom Walters as he assumes the
presidency July 1.
In this issue, here’s what you’ll find:
In our Advocacy column, you’ll enjoy reading Keith Curbow’s remarks on coming
“home” to teach in his recent address at the
Lowell Mason House Gala. There is a great
review of the second very successful Treble
Chorus with Dr. Judith Bowers at All-State,
and in the Innovations column, teacher Jamie Sokolowski shares her ideas on songwriting wtih middle school students.
In our Higher Ed column, Dr. Rhoda Bernard of Boston Conservatory reflects on
what it means to find “meaning” in our
profession. Then, both our Instrumental and our Technology columns explore
approaches to formative feedback in the
6 |
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music classroom, including “the Power of
Feedback” by Wendy Barden.
In our general music area, Jennifer Dennett of Danvers Public Schools offers great
advice on delivering stepwise instruction
to teach very complicated skills to young
students, in “Circles, Triangles, and Process
Teaching: Facilitating the Journey from
Point A to Point Z.” In our Vocal area, Dr.
Felicia Barber of Westfield State presents
a clear approach for band directors to become more effective choral directors.
In the Contemporary Music column, Joel
Yennior offers a step-by-step approach to
developing musicianship through transcription in all musical styles, and finally, in
our Urban colum, two excellent grant writ-

ers share their expertise on effective grant
writing.
We hope you enjoy all of these articles.
Read up, then have a relaxing summer with
family and friends.
—Susan Lindsay, Editor

MASSACHUSETTS MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

2015 ELECTION RESULTS
Officers 2015-2017:
President-Elect:		
Dr. Sandra Doneski
Clerk:			Christina Whittlesey
Treasurer: 			
Todd Young
Representatives 2015-2017
Elementary: 			
Irene Idicheria
Middle School: 		
Dawn Sykes
High School: 			
Margaret Reidy
Higher Ed:			
Dr. Cecil Adderley
K-12 Admin. Rep: 		
Richard Saunders
Past District Chair:
Margaret McLallen
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President’s Message
A Fond Farewell
By Catherine Connor-Moen, President

O

ne of my favorite parts of being a teacher has always
been the cycle of the school year; September arrives
bringing excitement and the promise of a fresh start
and a chance to reach for new goals. Then, seemingly before you know it, it’s June and the year is over! The
summer offers some quiet time to reflect back on the things
that went well, on the projects that were not as successful, and
the vow that next year, I hope to do better!

As this is my last article as MMEA President, I find myself similarly reflecting back
over the last two years (and yes, they went
so quickly!) on what we have accomplished
as an organization—initiatives that went
well, the challenges that had not been anticipated, and yes, some things that just did
not progress the way we might have hoped.

I would be remiss in mentioning the conference without acknowledging a fabulous
All-State Concert, with inspiring performances given by the All-State Chorus, Jazz
Ensemble, Orchestra, and Band. Thank you
to concert coordinator Christopher Martin
and his team for seamlessly handling the
challenging logistics behind the scenes.

Always start with the positive! Once again,
thanks to the leadership of conference chair
Christy Whittlesey and her committee, the
2015 conference, A Dynamic Journey, was
a wonderful success! A wide variety of interest sessions, concert hours, and meetings were presented to a record number
of attendees. On-site registration, thanks
to the expertise of NAfME Chief Technology Office Trinh Hoang and his support
team, was an absolute breeze—no
lines! This was our second year
of expanded Saturday sessions
in order to provide even more
professional development opportunities for teachers. Building on
the success of last year’s inaugural choir, we were thrilled to host
our 2nd All-State Treble Honor
Choir under the direction of renowned Florida State University
conductor Dr. Judy Bowers. I feel
confident that this ensemble will
continue to develop and become
an important cornerstone of our
All-State Conference.

In the continuing effort to align our administrative structure with that of NAfME, we
are pleased to have completed the second
phase of adopting content-specific councils
to serve in an advisory role to the MMEA
Board of Directors. Beginning in 2013 with
the restructuring of the conference committee, we now have chairs in place to lead
the Councils for Band Education, Choral
Education, Guitar Education, Jazz Educa-

tion, Orchestral Education, General Music, IN-Ovations, Music Program Leaders,
and Research and Music Teacher Education. The knowledge and expertise that
these councils will be able to provide to
our membership, to our All-State Conference and Concert committees, and to our
editors at Mass Music News should prove
invaluable.
We are also continuing to track a slow but
steady increase in our membership. This
year, in an effort to increase voter participation in our state elections by making access
easier, we instituted online voting, which
we are pleased to report was a huge success.
Our MMEA Vision Statement states that
MMEA will be the definitive, influential
voice for music as an essential part of core
education throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. As
our membership continues to grow,
thereby giving more people a stake
in the organization, we will truly
succeed in becoming that definitive,
influential voice.

As busy as we all are, we need to
look outside our own
communities and speak up for
music education for all students
throughout the Commonwealth.
Let us renew our pledge to that goal
for the coming year.
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So what did not go as hoped? Despite the herculean efforts made by
the MMEA board and membership,
House Bill H4384, An Act Relative to the Sterilization of Musical Instruments in Schools was
reintroduced to the legislature and
signed into law on January 7, 2015.
massachusetts music news
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Although vastly altered from its original
form, it remains an unnecessary procedure
and potentially harmful to our students
and teachers. As of yet we have no information about how this bill will be implemented, but we will keep you informed as
we learn more. Please check our website
for updates.
And finally, the recurring challenge that
we have yet to gain traction on: the establishment of a statewide advocacy team.
Whether the excuse is budget constraints,
test scores, PARCC versus MCAS, STEM
versus STEAM; whatever the reason, too
many communities continue to slash
funding and marginalize music programs
throughout the state. As busy as we all are,
we need to look outside our own communities and speak up for music education
for all students throughout the Commonwealth. Let us renew our pledge to making
that an important goal for the coming year.
As we all know, there is no “I” in team:
thank you to the entire MMEA Board of
Directors, professional staff, and committee members—you are such a dedicated
and special group of music educators,
giving of your time and talents to our students, our teachers, and to our profession.
It has been an honor to work with you.
A special thank you to Executive Director Dr. Michele Holt for her support, to
outgoing Past President Faith Lueth for
her guidance and mentorship, and to incoming President Tom Walters for his patience and sense of humor. I have learned
so much from all of you and truly enjoyed
my tenure as president. I look forward to
continuing to work with you in the role of
Immediate Past President.
Best wishes to all for a safe and relaxing
summer. —Catherine Connor-Moen, President
8 |
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REMINDER:

The Symphony Hall Scholar Grant Application Deadline is JULY 1.
For more information, visit:
http://massmea.org/initiatives/scholarships-symphony-hall-scholars-shs
Symphony Hall Scholars (SHS) was begun more then ten years ago as a vehicle to solicit charitable donations to support the overall costs of MMEA’s
All-State Concert. Until 2011, all funds raised via SHS went to lower the
cost of every All-State student’s participation. Starting in 2011, a new focus
emerged in the form of Future Symphony Hall Scholars Grants.
While the overall support of All-State continues to an extent, the MMEA
Board voted in 2011 to begin shifting more and more of SHS resources to
to take care of an even greater need: broadening the type of school music
programming and experiences that enable students to develop the capacity and desires to strive for an All-State level of musical performance. Thus
the birth of the Future Symphony Hall Scholars Grant program.
Over the past three years, MMEA members and their communities have
received Future Symphony Hall Scholars Grants totaling almost $10,000 to
expand music education experiences to students in need. The grants have
proven successful in allowing more students to audition for Districts and
All-State, and to plant seeds in younger students to lead them on the path
of musical excellence that may result in a District/All-State experience in
their future. Community situations did not allow for these types of experiences without some outside support.
How Do I Apply For a Grant?
•
•
•
•

You must be a member of MMEA to be eligible.
Download the FSHS Grant form, fill it out, and send it in by the indicated deadline date.
Feel free to contact the SHS Chair (dneves@aol.com) if you want to
explore some potential grant ideas.
Grants are reviewed over the summer, and grant recipients are notified in August, with grant monies becoming available at the end of
September.
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ADVOCACY

Big Music in a Small Town: Remarks for Lowell Mason
House Gala, May 17, 2015
By Keith Curbow, New York University... and Medfield, Mass.

G

ood afternoon.
My name is Keith
Curbow, and I’m
thrilled that I have
the opportunity to speak with
you all this afternoon. I was a
member of the Medfield High
School class of 2010 and just
this past Friday completed my
master’s degree in music education at New York University
in New York City. Not only
did I finish my degree there,
but I packed up my belongings
and moved them all back to
Medfield indefinitely. I want to
be a music teacher here.
Compared to Medfield’s 12,500, New York
City is a bustling town of 8.5 million people.
On weekend nights, there are more people
out on the street at 4 a.m. than there are
at 7 a.m. My classroom at the elementary
school in Queens had seven different native
languages represented, which was below
average in a borough in which 138 are spoken. There are 212 Starbucks in Manhattan
(just 30 square miles) alone, and the subway is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Why am I moving back? Well, it’s not just to
get some sleep.
My time in New York taught me that the
primary source of fulfillment in life activities is being part of a community. The
finest orchestras, prestigious universities,
and innovative art museums all make their
home in NYC. I noticed it first in the university. The professors that in my freshman
year seemed so prestigious, important, and
vol .
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happy were not so by the virtue that they
published books or were very smart. As I
became older, I noticed that they enjoyed
the company of their other colleagues and
derived great satisfaction from talking
in groups late at night, making the office
somewhat of a home. When I wrote my
master’s thesis, the defense process consisted of a roundtable discussion with other
thesis writers and their faculty mentors.
What occurred was an organic conversation amongst us all in which we exchanged
ideas. Through the process I met two new
people who shared the passion for my topic.
and we found ourselves exchanging methods and having fun together in discussion.
The importance of community was particularly apparent in musical ensembles. The
concertgoers who came to see my big band
perform thought of the music they heard as
the end product. For me, the most fun part
of the whole thing was having a beer at the
break or taking the subway back downtown
with one of the bandmates. Professionally,
my favorite part of teaching was when I
could hang out with the other teachers. I’ve
seen the same thing with the most prestigious of artists—they talk about how they
are friends with their colleagues, spending
so much time with them that the connection that occurs is more important than the
music they make.
David Elliott was one of my professors in
New York and greatly contributed to my
passion for music and for music education.
Perhaps the most striking thing I took away
from my time with him is that “music is not
a thing at all but an activity” (Elliott, 2015
p. 73). “Musicking” is a verb, and when we
music, we don’t just play notes on a page or
blow into an instrument—we build community. We talk with one another and share
time and space. We workshop and practice
and work hard. Musicking is a giant um-

brella term that captures all of life inside of
the sounds the listener hears.
I’m moving back to Medfield because I
want to music with the community in
which I spent my youth learning to music.
High-quality art can happen in the city of
millions or the town of a few thousand. A
strong community is what will bring out
the best.
What the Lowell Mason House is aiming
to achieve is the most perfect continuation
of a powerful legacy left behind by the man
himself. When we talk about music and
music education, we deal oftentimes with
slippery rhetoric that tries to justify why
music education is important in terms of
how it helps academics or creativity. As my
professor David Elliott points out, much
of this kind of advocacy for music education is based on insubstantial evidence and
poor research methods. One of my favorite
examples is the classic example that “music
makes you better at math.” It is rarely considered that perhaps it is math that makes
you better at music! The sad result of such
kind of advocacy is that for many music
educators, including a colleague of mine in
New York City, evaluations depend primarily on the students’ performance on standardized testing. This same colleague is also
massachusetts music news
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ADVOCACY

required to spend 30 percent of her music
classroom time teaching remedial math
skills. When we try to advocate for music
education in this way, we miss the point of
what learning and making music is about.
It doesn’t have to be complicated. My professor wrote that, “the main tenets of music
education are congruent with the goals of
the self: to live a fulfilled life, one that contributes to betterment of self and other”
(Elliott, 2015). In Elliott’s view, the reasons
we make music at all are the same reasons
that anyone does anything—the hope that
what we are doing will make our lives and
the lives of others better. The reasons we
study science and math are clear, and so is
the reason we study music. We know from
experience what it does to uplift and inspire, fulfill and expand.
And so it is time to get working. All of this
cannot happen without action. I just finished my master’s degree in music education, and I’m leaving New York. Maybe I’m
one of very few choosing to leave a city of
8.5 million in order to come back to this
town of 12,500, but I realized there in New
York how special Medfield can be. I used to
think that we were too sheltered in Medfield with too little diversity and awareness
of the world. I found in New York that it
is equally so for the youth there. Many of
the kids at the school where I taught in the
Bronx had never been to Manhattan despite living a short walk from the subway.
I thought as a Medfield youth that I didn’t
know anything about the cultures of the
world, but the kids in my school had no
idea who Ghandi or Beethoven were.
What I did see, and part of my move back
to Medfield, is that music has the power to
uplift all of these kids. Many there played
in their church choirs, and every Monday
they were filled with conversation about
12 |
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High-quality art can
happen in the city of millions or the town of a few
thousand. A strong community is what will bring
out the best.
the music the Sunday before. I saw that
their history and the way they played music together gave them the tools to expand
their limitations and be more. Medfield is
my home, and I want to come back here
and continue to work with, build, and expand a culture. I am coming back to open
a private music lesson studio of my own. I
will teach music and yoga, bring in speakers, and remain grounded in a conversation of the literature of our field. I want to
start a community orchestra and a music
educators jazz band, and I want to help
Medfield become a place where music is
active for all of the reasons that music is
important.
I am so excited by what The Lowell Mason
House is attempting to do. The foundation
is setting out on a mission to music—the
active form of the verb—right here in
Medfield. I can hardly wait for the exciting master classes they want to host, for
the bands and groups that will come to
Medfield to record, and for the arts organizations that may find their permanent offices in the Lowell Mason House. I picture
festivals of music, perhaps a weekend of
concerts held at the Lowell Mason House,
the Lowell Mason auditorium at the high
school, in my studio, the Zullo Gallery, or
some of the churches in town. I think that
the Lowell Mason House could be the catalyst for making Medfield a cultural hub of
Metro-West Boston.

This is no joke. There is a special energy in
Medfield, and I really think that this small
town could have the perfect combination
of country feel and culture. As far as I see
it, that kind of setup is in the blood of the
Massachusetts life. Thoreau and Emerson
in Concord during the transcendentalist
movement encapsulated the level of culture and country I want to see in Medfield.
We can create high levels of artistry here. If
you’re not a musician, maybe you’d have an
interest in providing lodging. Or perhaps
you’re a visual artist—open your studio.
Or a dancer—create your dance company.
We can have the young artists and the older artists from Boston coming out to the
suburbs to do their work if we create the
kind of energy and vibe that enables intermingling of ideas and action.
If we start with lessons in someone’s basement or a little concert in a living room,
then that is where we start. We just have to
get moving and take action. I’ll be thrilled
when I teach my first lesson as a resident of
Medfield again because I know that it will
be the first action I take in watching the
mission of the Lowell Mason House fuel
a surprisingly vibrant musicing and artmaking scene in this unexpected, but very
special, small New England town. •

REFERENCES
Elliott, D. J., & Silverman, M. (2015). Music matters: A
philosophy of music education. NewYork, NY: Oxford
University Press.
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SING
LEARN
+ SMILE

THE KAREN S. AND
GEORGE D. LEVY
EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Handel and Haydn Society Vocal Arts Program (VAP)
provides vocal training and exciting choral performance
opportunities for talented young singers ages 8–18, who
may advance through five ensembles based on age and
experience. All participants and their familes receive free
tickets to H+H concerts.
H+H Singers (ages 8–11) is
for children who show strong
interest in music.
Youth Chorus (ages 10–14) is
for children who have basic
music reading skills and can sing
in parts. Repertoire includes
classical music, folksongs, and
world music.
Young Men’s Chorus (ages
14–18) is for young men with
changing and changed voices.
Repertoire includes classical,
popular, and multicultural music.

Next Chorus Auditions
August 29 + September 12, 2015
at Boston Latin School

Young Women’s Chorus (ages
15–18) is for young women
who have achieved a high level
of musicianship. Repertoire
includes classical music,
folksongs, spirituals, and popular
music in three and four parts.

High School Soloists (ages
15-18) a pre-professional vocal
training program in partnership
with New England Conservatory
for students who wish to pursue
careers in vocal performance
and music education.

Young Women’s Chamber Choir
(grades 10–12) is for Young
Women’s Chorus members who
demonstrate highly advanced
singing and musicianship skills.

Musicianship Program
All students participate in
musicianship classes that focus
on the development of sightsinging, aural skills, and music
literacy.

Register for an audition at handelandhaydn.org/education/vap
or contact Bill Pappazisis, Assistant Director, Education
bill@handelandhaydn.org or 617 262 1815

LEARN MORE AT

HANDELANDHAYDN.ORG/EDUCATION
OR CALL 617 262 1815
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NEWS

Treble Chorus: Looking Back and Looking Ahead
By Allyn Phelps, Northborough Public Schools

O

n Saturday, March 21, 2015, we completed the second year of the Massachusetts
All-State Treble Chorus for students in grades four through six. Through our online
audition process, we assembled a chorus of approximately 200 students from over 50
communities in our state. Even though we have completed two successful years, this
program is still developing—there are many accomplishments to celebrate and many areas to
continue to improve. This article will outline the mission of this program, compare and contrast
both years, and outline improvements for future years to make the program even stronger.

The mission of the Massachusetts All-State
Treble Chorus is to be an opportunity for
students who love singing in chorus and
have demonstrated a desire to take their
choral singing to the next level. This is to
complement and enrich the music lives of
students and teachers who are deeply committed to ensemble singing. This has been
done for many years at the high school level
(and middle school at the district level), but
one does not need to be in middle or high
school to discover one’s passion for singing
and choral experiences. These young students and their teachers deserve opportunities to make high-quality music and to be
around other like-minded musicians.
In our first year, 2014, we invited Henry
Leck to conduct the chorus. We began the
planning process in the spring of 2013 with
a committee that included: Sara Carson,
Sandy Doneski, Irene Idicheria (chair),
Faith Lueth, Christine Moser (Servillo),
and myself. Our first year included many
decisions about the audition process and
artistic goals for the program. We auditioned through an online audition management company called Acceptd, Inc. In order to prepare the students for Mr. Leck, we
held an initial rehearsal on March 1st, 2014,
lead by Irene and Sandy. At this rehearsal
we had parents register their children, and
we allowed parents to purchase tickets at
this time. On March 22nd, 2014, treble
chorus students arrived at the Seaport for
a morning of rehearsals and an early afternoon concert.
14 |
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Dr. Judith Bowers works with the All-State Treble Chorus, 2015.

Young singers listen attentively to Dr. Bowers.
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NEWS
program’s continued growth. Going forward, we will continue to streamline our
policies and communication efforts. In addition, both Henry Leck and Judy Bowers
have said that our rehearsal process is the
shortest that either of them has conducted.
Both stipulated that additional time would
be beneficial in creating the high-quality
musical program we’re looking to develop. Our committee agrees that more time
would be beneficial, and we will explore
this possibility; however, there are many
obstacles that may prevent us from reaching this goal.

In our first year, our focus was on developing policy and procedures. As a result,
our major struggle was logistical. With the
number of students and parents, lines were
unreasonably long, and there was much
confusion and anxiety over the process.
We met as a committee over the summer
of 2014 to discuss what went well and what
needed to be improved.
2015 brought Dr. Judy Bowers and a similar
audition and rehearsal process. However,
we implemented many changes to address
the logistical needs of the program:

jor complaint from families was that they
would have preferred more than two tickets
in advance. To adjust for this in 2015, we
held two concerts and allowed purchase of
up to four tickets. In addition, we had additional seats for school officials and MMEA
members who attended the conference.
The Treble All-State Committee feels that
these improvements have made a significant improvement between our first and
second years. We have developed policies
that will form a sturdy foundation for this

I encourage all teachers, first years through
veterans, who teach elementary and early
middle school to take advantage of this excellent opportunity. Not only will the AllState Treble Chorus be an unforgettable
experience for those students who participate, but it will serve as professional development for you that can be brought back to
your classes. Information will be available
in early September. We look forward to another successful event in 2016! •
Allyn Phelps teaches K-5 general music and
chorus in the Northborough Public Schools.
He has a bachelor’s degree from the UMassAmherst, and a master’s degree from Boston
Univ., both in music education.

We developed a handbook to outline all of
our major policies. The intention is to have
a working document that future Treble AllState Committees can work with and publish well in advance.
To maximize communication between the
Treble Committee, the teachers, and the
families, we asked that teachers (or other
designated MMEA members) chaperone
the students and take care of the registration
process. In addition, we created documents
for teachers to share directly with families
so that there was clear and consistent information sent to teachers and families.
In 2014, due to space constraints, we allowed each family to purchase two tickets, and we sold the remaining tickets to
parents on the first rehearsal day. The mavol .
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The author, Allyn Phelps (right), with Jodi Richardson of Chelmsford Public Schools.
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Massachusetts American Choral Directors Association
Choral Festivals, Clinics, & Workshops designed for
Choral Musicians by Choral Musicians

Visit our web site for up-to-date workshop information,
job listings, Board Contacts, online newsletter, & much more!
www.massacda.org

Upcoming Events
MassACDA Summer Conference
Smith College, Northampton, MA
July 19–22, 2015

The inspiring, member-driven summer conference is back again! Set against Smith College’s beautiful campus,
and featuring world-renowned choral
Jerry Blackstone
Lynne Gackle
clinicians Jerry Blackstone & Lynne Gackle,
this professional conference is sure to
rejuvenate you. Join us!
Our 3-day conference is packed with reading
sessions and presentations by our headliner
clinicians as well as interest sessions led by
choral experts on provocative, practical, &
wide-ranging topics for choral directors at
every career stage. Our featured performers
will be Beth Willer & The Lorelei Ensemble,
and a special open rehearsal with the
internationally acclaimed Young @ Heart
Chorus. Visit massacda.org for more
information & to register TODAY. Graduate
credit will be available from UMASS Amherst.

Lorelei Ensemble

Young @ Heart Chorus

Mass ACDA High School & UMASS Choir Festival
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
Saturday, October 24th, 2015

An exciting event for all high school choral singers and their directors! No auditions required, rather an
opportunity for teachers to honor their finest singers, and network with colleagues. Your selected high school
musicians will rehearse and perform alongside the collegiate singers of UMASS Amherst. Stay tuned for more
information, but make sure to save-the-date!

2016 ACDA Eastern Division Conference
Boston, MA
February 10-13, 2016

Next year’s Division Conference is right in our back yard! Plan ahead so you may take advantage of all the
top-notch choral and music education resources presented at this conference. Applications for choirs to
perform at the conference are being accepted now in three categories: Auditioned Choir • Interest
Session/Demonstration Choir • "Together We Sing". Visit www.acdaeast.org for more info, and apply today!
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Developing a Model for Creative Group Songwriting in
a Public Middle School Setting
By Jamie Sokolowski, MT-BC

S

ongwriting is one of the purest expressions of the self.
In my second year working in a public school, an administrator approached me saying they needed an extra
music class to alleviate a scheduling conflict. I was completing a degree in Music Therapy & Mental Health Counseling
and had been wanting to explore the songwriting process in a
school setting, so I suggested a songwriting class for 6th graders.
I began teaching the class and drafted its
curriculum simultaneously. My aim was
for the class to examine transitions from elementary to middle school as well as social
and emotional issues relevant to the age of
the group members. The initial idea was to
teach about the songwriting process, have
the students write an original song, and
then teach them to do some simple editing using commercial software. The final
products would serve as the students’ selfassessments.
Within a month of launching the project, I
received an email about a grant opportunity
that promotes and facilitates collaboration
between local businesses and the public
school district. Right away, I knew this was
a unique opportunity but wondered
how it could fit in with my music curriculum. I began searching local music
companies and found one that offered
sound recording. It clicked! What if students had the opportunity to write their
own songs on topics that were relevant
and meaningful to them and then were
able to take it a step further and travel
to a professional recording studio to
have their ideas come to life? It would
increase students’ perceptions of themselves and the group to have their authentic voices put into words, recorded
by professionals in the community, and
put into a full-length album to be put
out into the world.

Songwriting and Adolescent Development
Songwriting can be especially powerful for
the developing adolescent, especially with a
group of peers. Middle-school-age students
thrive on working together to achieve a
common creative goal. It has been shown
that creative group songwriting promotes
an increase in self-expression, development of group cohesiveness, and increased
self-esteem (Edgerton 1990). In addition,
the songwriting and composition process
allows students to improve interpersonal
communication skills, subordinate their
own needs for the group, take risks in a safe
environment, and develop cooperation and
leadership skills (Edgerton 1990). Rogoff

...the songwriting and composition process allows students
to improve interpersonal
communication skills, subordinate their own needs for
the group, take risks in a safe
environment, and develop
cooperation and leadership
skills (Edgerton 1990).
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(2014) says that pitching in can be highly
impactful for developing adolescents: “Coordination of shared endeavors through articulate verbal and nonverbal communication requires people to be engaged in share
activities and also serves collaborative social arrangements and learning valued ways
of participating.” By presenting the group
with a group task objective, the concept of
a self-serving mission disappears. Students
are required to abandon the ego and
work together, surpassing specific social
bounds, to achieve a common goal. The
overall idea is to provide a creative task
in which students have to work together
that will “foster participation with initiative and responsibility” (Rogoff 1990,
79).
The Songwriting Process
The songwriting process began with
listening and song analysis with a focus
on the message of the song, the intention behind the lyrics, and the intended
audience. Students participated in journaling, in which they wrote down their
reactions in a nonthreatening environmassachusetts music news
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ment to then help them in their own process (Schnekenberger 1995). To begin each
song, the group decided what topic was important to them. This was determined by a
group discussion to brainstorm ideas and
finalized by a group vote in which majority
ruled. Then, each student wrote his or her
own song, which was then turned in to me,
at which point it became group property.
I physically cut up the songs into different lines and spread them out on the floor,
and the entire class sat in a circle and decided which lines reflected the ideas of the
group. We put applicable lines into “verse”
and “chorus” piles and put the rest in a
“save-for-later/could-go-anywhere”
pile. Next, I divided students up
into small groups, and each group
selected a handful of lines from
the pile to focus on one particular
part of the song, such as the first
verse, the bridge, the chorus, the
last verse, and so on. The students
worked in their groups to fine-tune
their writing and come up with a
rhythm. This preparation time was
crucial, as it allowed students to
examine what ideas they each had
and see where their ideas might
lead (Menard 2014). As each group
progressed with their part of the
song, we took breaks to have class
discussions about what direction
we wanted the song to head in (e.g.,
did we want it to be fast and rhythmic, or did we want a pop song?)
From there, we derived some simple progressions on guitar or piano,
and organically, the songs began
to bloom. With a complete lyrical
song, the students added auxiliary percussion, sound effects, and other instrumentation to make their work truly unique. The
final product was a result of collaboration,
patience, and catharsis.

idated their contributions to the project,
providing the message, “Yes, your efforts
are noticed, and yes, what you have to say
is important to me” (Rogoff 2014).
Case Examples
One group decided to write a song about
the recent Boston Marathon Bombing.
Coming from a public school thirty miles
north of Boston, this topic was extremely
relevant, as some students were present
at the marathon that day. The lyrics were
created using the method above, and the
song assembled itself in a truly meaningful way. Students discussed the “vibe” that

they wanted to portray, and they all agreed
it would be best to write this song slow
and in a minor key to depict the sadness
and sensitivity they felt. One student remarked, “We want the listeners to know
that this is not a joke and that we care
about this. We tried to have the sound of
our song show that.” Here is the result:

Sirens blaring all around
So many people, I can’t count
Fear is in the air, I’m completely unprepared
So shocked and so scared…
Stronger, stronger, stronger everyday
We are raising money even still
today
We will always hope, we will
always pray
For the tragedy that happened not
so far away

Working with audio engineers provided students with an invaluable
sense of self-worth and group pride.
The stamp of approval from these
professionals in their community
validated their contributions to
the project, providing the message,
“Yes, your efforts are noticed and
yes, what you have to say is important to me”
(Rogoff 2014).

In the studio, students learned first-hand
the basics of sound recording. Audio engineers from the local studio gave students a
hands-on introduction to studio recording.
Beyond the educational aspects of the visit,
the audio engineers also provided students
with an invaluable sense of self-worth and
group pride. The stamp of approval from
these professionals in their community val-

18 |
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Another song, “My Telescope,”
was written using the metaphor of
the telescope to show the group’s
reflection on their lives and actions they take. Students bore witness to their past and their future
and described their ability to look
at their decisions and make positive decisions based on experiences. One student said, “I was proud

Need information about your membership?
Contact NAfME Member Services at
1-800-336-3768 or
MemberServices@nafme2.org.
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of us for coming up with a metaphor that
made sense. We all want to do better every
day and it was cool to see everyone in the
group admit it.”
I zoom in on my telescope, and what
do I see?
A person in the past sitting alone, that
person was me
My telescope takes me away where I
can be free
And I know I can be what I want to be
Additional songs were written about social cliques, being proud of who you are,
standing up to bullies, eating healthy, and
believing in yourself.
Student Reflections
After the completion of the project, the
students declared themselves successful
songwriters. At the end of the semester,
the students were asked to reflect on the
songwriting process, their roles within
the group, and the challenges they faced.
The themes of group work were present in
several of the students’ reflections. Group
conflict offers possibilities to hinder or
enrich the songwriting process. Overall
group tension can drive or constrain the
process (Baker 2013). Students comments
were positive, constructive, and overall indicative that the songwriting had a positive
effect on their school experiences and musical learning.
Student I: “Working in groups was the
hardest part. We had to make sure we listened to each other’s ideas, because they
were usually good ones. If we didn’t listen
to each other, we wouldn’t have been able
to do it.”

Conclusion
This group songwriting model provides an
opportunity for every student’s individual
voice to be heard while contributing towards a bigger goal. Their own words and
creativity can be reinforced by adults in the
community, outside of their typical feedback from teachers and parents. This validation of the self within the group has the
potential to have a positive impact on adolescent self-esteem. This model could be
translated into other subject areas as well,
tapping into student creativity and providing validation from professional mentors
in the community. •
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Student II: “It was important to put what
you wanted and what you thought on the
side. For anyone else who is going to do
this project, I would tell them to make sure
they did their best to work with the group.
It’s the best that way.”
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Making Music [Education] Our Own
By Rhoda Bernard, Ed.D., Boston Conservatory, Mass Music News Higher Education Editor

R

them, to discuss her teaching and conductecently, I met with
ing with her cooperating teacher, yes, but to
one of my students,
engage in those conversations during time
a young woman who away from the high school students. Put
another way, I instructed this young music
is student teaching
educator to make her student teaching her
in the choral department of a
own. We spent the rest of our meeting talking about the specific ways that she was gonearby high school. Just a bit
ing to do just that—what she could do, bemore than halfway through
ginning the very next day, at the very next
rehearsal, to begin to embody the roles of
her placement, this student
teacher and conductor.
has found herself in a crisis
of confidence. She feels unReflecting on this conversation, I can’t help
but remember the textbook series from my
sure of herself as a teacher
days as an elementary general music stuand conductor. When she is
dent in Randolph, Massachusetts, back in
the early 1970s: Making Music Your Own.
on the podium, this student
I am not, generally speaking, a fan
teacher continually questions While
of textbook series, that title has stuck with
the choices that she makes
me. As someone whose philosophy of mu- and music learning. All of this writing and
sic education centers on issues of personal reflection, coupled with extensive readings
during rehearsals. She wants
meaning-making and identity construc- in the philosophy of music education, leads
to ask her cooperating teacher tion through music teaching and learning, I my students on a path towards articulating
for advice in the middle of the firmly believe that all of us make music our their personal philosophies of music education in their final projects for the course.
own in different ways.
class periods, but she knows
Over the years, I have been
that doing so would
struck by the enormous variety,
Owning
music
making,
music
teachon the one hand, and the incrediundermine her posioverlaps, on the other, among
ing, and music learning is one thing. ble
tion in front of the high
the meanings that my students
find in making, teaching, and
school students. She
But what about owning music edulearning music.
ends each day feeling
cation? This is the task of the music
awkward, discouraged,
Another venue in which I witness
the power of individuals making
teacher
educator.
and worried that her
music their own is in our Prolack of confidence has
gram for Students on the Autism
Spectrum,
where individuals with autism,
In
my
seminar
in
music
education
course,
translated into teaching that is
which I happen to be teaching this semes- ages nine to adult, take private instrument
not her best work.
ter, my students write autobiographical lessons once a week at the Conservatory.

Hearing all of this, I encouraged this student to step fully into the role of teacher/
conductor when she is on the podium—to
prepare thoroughly and trust that she can
make sound decisions and stand behind
20 |
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stories about themselves as musicians and
about themselves as music teachers/learners. They analyze these stories in order to
uncover the personal meanings that they
make of music making, music teaching,

The magic of music is deeply personal and
strikingly profound at a cellular level for
our students in this program. When they
enter our building every Saturday morning, these individuals are often in a state of
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chaos, anxiety, or confusion. Yet when they
meet their instructors in the practice rooms
and the music starts, everything about them
and about their world changes. And when
they say goodbye to my staff on their way
out, they are smiling. They are filled with
joy about the music and their accomplishments. They are excited about what they
have learned. They are happy to have spent
time with their instructors. And they feel,
on the most basic of levels, that all is well in
the world around them. It is truly stunning
to watch the range of ways in which these
students own music making.
Owning music making, music teaching, and
music learning is one thing. But what about
owning music education? This is the task of
the music teacher educator. And as we well
know, it is no easy feat. We are required, simultaneously, to be expert musicians (and
to continue to perform at a high level on a
regular basis), to teach our classes flawlessly
(so that we model exceptional teaching), to
organize curriculum seamlessly (to model
the highest standards in curriculum development), to align with all state and national
accreditation requirements thoroughly
(even as those requirements are constantly
shifting and changing), and to negotiate
and advocate for our place in institutions
that often prioritize music performance
more highly than music education (even
as we struggle with old-school attitudes
that music education is a fallback career for
students who can’t hack it as performers).
And then there’s conducting, presenting,
and writing original research (and seeking
funding for said research), the amount of
which varies in weight from institution to
institution. What does it look like to own all
of that? Is it possible?
I have found that I do my best work when I
perceive it as a mission that is significant to
me. For me to own music education means

massachusetts music news
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that I have to find the meaningful mission
behind each component of my professional life—easier in some aspects than others,
to be sure—and let the mission guide me
and center me. These days, my mission
has to do with access—for all students to
all forms of musical experiences. (Yes, my
mission has changed a few times over the
years.)
As I settled in at the Eastern Division
NAfME Conference this weekend, I wondered how my colleagues would speak
about the ways that they own music education and do their best work. Do they have
a sense of mission, and, if so, how would
they describe it? Or does their ownership
manifest itself in other forms? What might
those be? I suspected that I would hear a
range of responses, as well as some recurring themes, to these questions. The specific answers, while no doubt interesting,
are less important to me than what our
ownership of music education makes possible. When music teacher educators can
make music education our own, we create
the conditions for our students to grow so
that they can more fully own their roles as
music educators. Put another way, by owning music education, we can better pass it
on to the next generation of music educators so that they can come to own it, too, in
their own way.
No textbook series, no matter how aptly
named, can teach us how to make music
education our own. In fact, I would argue
that each of us must find our own way of
owning music education. And it’s not as
easy as listing what we’ll do in our next
rehearsal, like my student teacher did the
other day. It’s a much more personal journey and a much less linear one. •

pectrum Music
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The Power of Feedback
By Wendy Barden, Minnesota Music Educators Association

F

rom the podium, we constantly assess our ensemble’s performance. Students may have
only played the first few notes before we are asking ourselves, “How can I help the band
play better?” This question is fundamental to the assessment that takes place in the
middle of learning—often referred to as “assessment for learning” or “formative assessment.” How we provide feedback to the students directly affects their potential for improvement.

When you hear something in rehearsal that so the C#s are in tune.” You can encourage
could be played better, it’s likely that you students to use your feedback and continue
cut off the group and address the problem. to practice by expecting them to replay the
What needs improving? Is your feedback assessment for full credit. Jan Chappuis reto the ensemble specific and descriptive? minds us, “It isn’t [just the] giving of feedTell students directly, or engage in a quick back that causes learning gains, it is the actdiscussion, to pinpoint what should be im- ing on feedback that determines how much
proved. Then go one step further and make students learn.”
sure that your students know how they can
improve. Isolate the rhythm or check an One key to maximizing the performance
accidental, then take the ensemble back to of the ensemble is to help each student
play that section again.
maximize his or her personal achievement.
Towards that end, specific feedback is powWhen you do individual performance as- erful and essential in both rehearsals and
sessments, how specific and descriptive is individual performance assessments. It is
your feedback? We tend to provide feedback difficult to improve at anything in life withas a number score or letter grade. This is the out feedback, including playing an instrusystem of grade books, and yes, a number ment. •
provides some feedback, but it doesn’t help
students improve. It is adequate feedback if REFERENCES
students scored 10 out of 10 points because
they know they met the objectives. And yet, Barden, W. (2009). Performance Assessment in Band.
these students can often still benefit from a San Diego: Kjos Music Press.
written comment. Tell them what you were
thinking as you heard their performance. Chappuis, J. (September 2012). “How am I doing?”
Keep in mind that comments are not praise, Educational Leadership, 70(1), 36-41.
and while “Nice job!” might feel good to
the student, it doesn’t provide any concrete Dr. Wendy Barden received her Ph.D. from
the University of Minnesota. She taught muinformation about their performance.
sic in the Ossea Area Schools (Minnesota)
And what about the students who scored for over 30 years and served as K-12 Music
eight points? What did they miss, and, Coordinator for a department of 55 music
more importantly, how can they improve educators. In 1992, she was named “Band
their performance? Here a number score Educator of the Year” by the Minnesota Muis definitely not adequate. More specific, sic Educators Association.
written feedback is critical for each of these
students, comments such as “Low C#s were This article appeared previously in Kjos
sharp. Be sure to use your 3rd valve slide Band News, Vol. 17.
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The Many Benefits of
Music Education—
Tips to Share with
Parents
Here are some ways parents
can assist their child’s
school music educators:
Study the ways that music
education develops creativity,
instills disciplined work habits,
and statistically correlates
with gains in standardized test
scores.
Speak with your local school
board.
Be in touch with local music
teachers on a regular basis.
Offer to help out.
Take part in your school’s
music booster organization.

Visit www.nafme.org for more
Parent Resources.
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Using Technology to Check For Understanding
By Kevin Coyne, Waltham Public Schools, Mass Music News Technology Editor

F

ormative assessment is a critical part of the teaching experience.
Unlike summative assessments, which evaluate a student’s learning at the end of a unit, a formative assessment is used to monitor student learning throughout the unit. There are hundreds of
ways to assess how well your students understand your lesson, and using
different types of frequent check-ins helps to provide quality student
feedback and to improve instruction. With the high number of tablets
and mobile devices appearing in classrooms, there are some great apps
to make your checking for understanding easier and more informative
while also making it fun and interesting for your students.
Socrative is a great tool
that can act as both a
summative and formative
assessment tool. The app
acts as a student response
system, similar to classroom clickers, with a lot less hassle. Using
the website or app, you can create whatever
question-related content you need. Looking to go paperless in your classroom?
Use Socrative to have students take a quiz
or test, all online. Have students answer a
quick multiple-choice question or leave a
short answer response for bell work or as
an exit ticket. Students simply type in a PIN
to log into your “virtual classroom” on a
mobile device or desktop/laptop computer
without having to sign up for individual
accounts. You can also create a fun classroom space race challenge to see which
group can get their rocket to the end first.
The results from everything can be saved
in spreadsheet formats, and you can share
your quizzes and tests online for other
teachers to use. You can start by trying a
quiz I made for my 7th grade students after
our Jazz unit. Just go to “Import Quiz” and
type this number: 16204203. You can then
edit the questions as you see fit and try it
out with your own classes.
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With the high number
of tablets and mobile
devices appearing in
classrooms, there are
some great apps to make
your checking for understanding easier and more
informative while also
making it fun and interesting for your students.
Do you use PowerPoint presentations in
class? Nearpod can make them interactive
and deliver them to the tablet or computer
of every student in your class. In between
the slides of your presentation, add in activity slides with multiple-choice questions,
polls, drawing slides, and
open-response slides to
check for understanding. In a recent lesson on
composition techniques,
I included a slide with

the first 12 measures of Beethoven’s 5th.
Students then used the drawing activity to
highlight spots where the four-note theme
is repeated. Then they used a different color
to mark the spots where sequence and inversion occurs. These slides are sent to me,
and I can then pick one and push it back to
the students to discuss. As with Socrative,
students can use mobile devices or computers to access your work without having to
create individual accounts. The results of
the interactive slides in each presentation
are stored online, and upgrades to the app
will allow students to save presentations to
use outside of the classroom.
Some of the best formative assessment techniques involve student-generated content.
Storytelling, student-created talk shows,
and role-playing games can help students
show how much of a particular topic they
understand. iMovie is a great tool to use to
create and edit video. Apps like Tellagami,
Sock Puppets, and Funny Movie Maker
can allow your more shy students to use
different avatars, props, and backgrounds
in place of footage of themselves to develop
creative presentations. If video is not your
thing, try apps like Comic Maker, Bitstrips,
and Strip Designer. Have your students
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create comics to demonstrate topics like
crescendo/diminuendo or to discuss the
difference between rhythmic note values.
Explain Everything is an amazing presentation app for students to demonstrate content knowledge. Think of it as PowerPoint
on steroids. You can draw on it like a white
board; import pictures, audio, and video to
a slide; and use the pointer tool to highlight
important areas of your
slide, all while recording your demonstration
that can be saved for
later. Import a video of
a concert, and have students record a critique
of their performance. Students could take
pictures of themselves playing their instruments and then point out the positive and
negative parts in their posture and embouchure. Have students create tutorials for
other apps and software learned in class for
students that are absent that day. Export
your presentations as videos and post them
to your department’s website for home use.
Do you want to make sure your students
understand all the musical terms you’ve discussed in class? Try group activities where
they discuss the answers to a question with
a partner, then explain it to the class. Use
a website like Random.org to arbitrarily
select partners, or number the groups and
roll the dice to choose the group that presents next. Class management apps like iDoceo and Class Dojo have many uses in the
classroom, but they both also have the ability to randomly select students from your
seating charts or class lists to make sure
you’re giving everyone a chance to show
their knowledge through cold calling. Use
an app like Padlet to create a classroom
message board where students can post all
their ideas about a particular term or topic.
Besides printing or saving your message
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wall, it can be emailed or posted directly to
Twitter or Facebook for everyone to see.

we’ll try to get you into an upcoming issue. •

My students’
favorite assessment
activity by
far is Kahoot. It’s an
online quiz
that’s fun and can get extremely competitive. As the teacher you create a quiz of
multiple-choice questions, deciding the
point value for each question and how long
students have to answer it. Students log
onto your quiz through a game PIN. Like
some of the earlier apps mentioned, there
is no need for students to create personal
accounts, which is a huge help. Once the
quiz is underway, students have to answer
the fastest to receive the full amount of
points. As time slips by, so does the number of points they can receive. After each
question, point totals are handed out and a
top-5 leader board shows everyone who’s in
the lead. Your own device will tell you how
far away you are from the person in front of
you. At the end of the game, students can
leave feedback, and you can download the
results of how each person answered each
question. Challenge your students to create their own Kahoots and have a students
vs. teachers showdown in your classroom.
Like some of the previous apps mentioned,
you can share your Kahoots with other users on their website, and the game can be
run on almost any device.

Kevin Coyne is a general music teacher at
the McDevitt Middle School in Waltham,
MA, as well as the technology editor for
the Mass Music News. He’s always looking
for ways to incorporate technology into the
classroom, and if you have any fun ideas,
feel free to email him.

Hopefully you’ve found some helpful ideas
for checking your students’ levels of understanding. If you’re using any great apps or
have an interesting way you’re using technology in the classroom, we’d love to share
it in the Mass Music News. Please contact
me, kevincoyne@k12.waltham.ma.us, and

Teaching Tips Featured
on NAfME’s
My Music Class!

Here are some
examples:
•

Designing Effective
Rehearsals

•

Creating a Student
Handbook
•

•

Developing a
Relationship with
Administration

Your First Day of Class

Visit musiced.nafme.org/mymusic-class to browse tips.
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School of Music

Schedule a Free Introductory Lesson!
Music students belong at USM, a perfect location for creative inspiration
and opportunity. Students who are ready for a challenging program,
individual attention from faculty, and interaction with a vibrant musical
community will find all they need at the USM School of Music.
Undergraduate Degrees:

Graduate Programs:

Concentrations:

Youth Programs:

• Music / Liberal Arts
• Performance
• Music Education

• Music Education
• Performance
• Jazz Studies
• Composition
• Conducting

• Jazz Studies
• Musical Theatre
• Piano Pedagogy

• USM Youth Ensembles
• Summer Youth Music and
Theatre Camps

We have Scholarships!
Contact us today:

(207) 780-5265 or music@usm.maine.edu
usm.maine.edu/music • Facebook.com/Music.USM
The USM School of Music is an accredited
institutional member of the
National Association of Schools of Music.
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Circles, Triangles, and Process Teaching: Facilitating
the Journey from Point A to Point Z
By Jennifer Dennett, Danvers Public Schools

A

s teachers, we all
love those “aha” moments when something clicks and our
students really get it. I recently
had a particularly great moment with a student who not
only understood the material
but also how we had gotten
there. We had just wrapped
up a unit on asymmetrical
meter, which my fifth graders had really taken to. As the
class was reflecting on their
final product—a big mixed
asymmetrical meter rondo
(but more on that later)—I
remarked that what they had
done was quite complex but
that I hadn’t wanted to tell
them beforehand that it was
“hard” because I wanted them
to go into the unit with open
minds. One student raised
her hand and said that it had
never seemed hard because
they had gone in baby steps to
get there. Then the room filled
with light and a choir of angels
sang. (That last bit may have
only been in my imagination.)
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•

“How did you move for Pease Porridge?
How did you move for Little Miss Muffet? What was different?”

Some of these questions may be difficult to
answer as students attempt to put words to
their kinesthetic experiences. This is when
they are ready for labels: in this case, circles
(two syllables, groups of two: simple meter) and triangles (three syllables, groups
of three: compound meter). After experimenting more with groupings of 2 and
3 through speech, body percussion, and
movement, the students can sort the various rhymes into “circle rhymes” and “triangle rhymes.” They can also then experiment
with changing the feel of each group:
•

“Can you turn Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star into a triangle rhyme?”

• “Can you turn Humpty Dumpty into a
How do you get a group of ten- and elevencircle rhyme?”
year-old children to compose a piece with
changing asymmetrical meters? It’s all in It all becomes very comfortable for them,
the process. Simple to complex, familiar which is a good sign that it is time to up the
to new, using a multitude of modalities to challenge factor a bit.
experience the learning. It is not simply a
line from point A to point B but rather a
journey from point A to point Z with many
stops along the way.
The starting point on this journey—simple,
familiar—was nursery rhymes: speaking
them, moving to them, feeling (before labeling) the difference between simple and
compound meter, and comparing and
contrasting the ways the students chose to
move for various rhymes. As we learned, I
asked the students to consider their experience:
•

“Did you move the same way for all the
rhymes?”

•

“Were some rhymes more similar in the
way they felt than others?”

Our students have the
ability within them to
be great musicians—
to sing, play, compose,
move, and improvise
with creativity and
musicality.
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Step 2 (which could just as reasonably be
called step 3 or step 5, depending on how
far you want to break down the process) is
to combine the circles and triangles in various groupings—as few as two shapes and
as many as five—and experience those patterns through repetitions of speech, body
percussion, and movement. This full-class
exploration prepares the students for what
is ahead—composition in their own small
groups. Adding up the total number of
beats also sets the stage for a discussion of
time signature down the road, but I don’t
believe it is necessary for students to know
right away that circle-circle-circle-circletriangle could be labeled as 11/8. The focus
should be on the experience of creating,
hearing, and feeling a variety of asymmetrical patterns. As the students become comfortable feeling the patterns using just their
bodies, we take another step and transfer
the patterns to drums. The practice with
body percussion has prepared the students
to accent the first beat in each group so we
can all hear and feel the difference between
groups of 2 and groups of 3. Once again the
students will become comfortable, revealing that it is time to bring in another element.

How do you get a group
of ten- and eleven-yearold children to compose
a piece with changing
asymmetrical meters?
It’s all in the process.
Simple to complex,
familiar to new, using a
multitude of modalities
to experience the
learning.
cates about a 50/50 split on preference for
2+3 or 3+2.)

Performing Jack and Jill in 5/8 (or 7/8)
with a drum accompaniment (prepared
earlier during the experimentation with
various patterns) is quite an accomplishment for a group of fifth graders, but
Thus far it could be said that the students something is still missing—a student-crehave had two experiences: something fa- ated component. This is when the wholemiliar (nursery rhymes) and something class experimentation with circles and
new (asymmetrical patterns). The next triangles comes back as students work in
level of challenge comes by combining small groups to create their own asymthose two things and setting a familiar metrical rhythm patterns within my specrhyme to a new asymmetrical meter. Jack ified guidelines, or “criteria for success”:
and Jill works extremely well for this in 5/8
or in 7/8. I opted for 5/8 with my students • “I used between two and five big beats
(shapes).”
and level the specifics of the subdivisions
up to them. Both of my fifth grade classes
preferred 2+3 (circle-triangle); the partici- • “I used at least one circle and at least
one triangle.”
pants in my session at the MMEA All-State
Conference preferred 3+2. (My completely
unscientific research, which is limited to • “I repeated my pattern four times.”
polling my friends on social media, indi• “I added speech, body percussion,
28 |
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movement, and/or instruments to my
pattern.”
I recommend giving them actual circles
and triangles to work with and manipulate
until they come up with a satisfying result for themselves, to which they can add
speech, body percussion, movement, or instruments. Each group takes the important
step of sharing with the class and using that
opportunity to reflect on their own work
and revise as necessary.
We have finally reached that last step (step
4, or step 7, or step 11). At this point putting together “Jack and Jill” as the A section
of a big mixed asymmetrical meter rondo—
with the small group compositions as the
episodes—seems like the natural conclusion. The process has led us here. Putting
the pieces together this way makes sense,
and the students do so naturally.
Our students have the ability within them
to be great musicians, to sing, play, compose, move, and improvise with creativity
and musicality. If we, as teachers, take them
through the process with just the right
combination of simple and familiar with
complex and unknown, our students will
be comfortable taking risks they may not
even know are risky and will accomplish
great things. •
Jennifer Dennett is an elementary music
and movement specialist in Danvers, Massachusetts. She earned a Bachelor of Music
in Music Education from the University of
Rhode Island and a Master of Arts in Music
History from Tufts University, and she has
completed Level III Orff-Schulwerk teacher
training. Jennifer combines music, movement, and storytelling in workshops, which
she has presented at state and national music education conferences as well as local Orff
chapter workshops.
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Summer Workshop Week: July 13–17, 2015
What They See Is What You Get – Maximizing
the Role of the School Choral Conductor
Dr. André Thomas
Conversational Solfege Beginning and
Upper Levels | Dr. John Feierabend
Managing a Respectful, Encouraging, Creative
Music Classroom Inclusive of Special Learners
Mary Correia and Eve Montague
Teaching and Learning with Technology in the
Music Classroom | Sean Hagon
Bridges to the Community and Beyond
Lillie Feierabend

Conducting to Build Quality Musicianship in the
Instrumental Ensemble | Dr. Robert Hasty
Developing and Revising Curriculum and
Assessment in Alignment with the New National
Core Music Standards | Dr. Scott Shuler
EARN GRADUATE CREDIT OR PDPs
www.gordon.edu/workshops
Week-long or two-and-a-half-day workshops
available.
DEGREE PROGRAM
Summers-only Master of Music Education
Online | In the classrroom | In ensemble

GORDON COLLEGE | 255 Grapevine Road, Wenham, MA 01984 | www.gordon.edu/gradmusic
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A Band Director’s Guide to Teaching Choir
By Dr. Felicia Barber, Westfield State University

A

fter visiting several area choral music educators in
Western Massachusetts, I became increasingly aware
of a trend regarding job requirements. A growing
number of instrumental music educators are being
appointed to positions that
require them to teach not only
band and orchestra but chorus as well. In an effort to help
teachers get off to a running
start, I presented an interest session entitled “A Band
Director’s Guide to Teaching
Choir,” at the MMEA All-State
Conference. The session discussed the essentials for getting started, explored issues in
developing a vocal program,
and gave practical suggestions
on how to create a successful
sons. Furthering your knowledge in vocal
pedagogy is crucial for classroom success.
experience for both the students and instructors in the
Be a vocal model.
choral classroom.

Study with a teacher.
Getting started must begin with the voice.
The first step for educators is to know their
own vocal instruments, as proper vocal
pedagogy is essential in teaching choral
music. It is key that individuals familiarize
themselves with the vocal instrument and
become aware of their own specific ranges,
timbres, colors, vibrato, etc. Just as an instrumentalist spends years studying, practicing, and growing with an instrument,
it is essential that a choral teacher pursue
a similar study of the voice. Find a voice
teacher in you area, and begin taking les32 |
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Next, prepare yourself to become a vocal
model. The teacher must be able to successfully demonstrate a correct vocal model
for the students with the proper breathing,
tone, diction, posture, etc. Practice makes
perfect, so practice your model. Something
that seems as simple as singing a five-tone
scale “Do to So” in tune often manifests as
a stumbling block being performed incorrectly. Playing the piano may be helpful for
maintaining pitch, but your choral students
will connect more easily and quickly with
a good vocal model. The piano cannot give
them the shape of the vowel, color, weight,
etc. A proper vocal model is a must in encouraging a successful choral classroom.

Develop a warmup structure.
After becoming familiar with one’s own
instrument, developing a warm-up structure is next. Using Fenton’s guide on how
to structure the “First 5 Minutes,” let’s examine the steps of warming up the choral
ensemble. The three phases of warmup
include: voice activation (a physical warmup of the body, breath, and voice), skills
development (which enhances the development of an individual’s vocal technique and
focuses on addressing specific skills and
musical concepts), and ensemble enhancement (which is used to unify and develop an
ensemble sound with emphasis placed on
overall vowel unification and blend). Using
these three phases as our basic structure it
is important to find vocal exercises for your
ensembles that comfortably allow them to
focus on specific techniques such as breath,
vowels, articulation, flexibility, and diction.
Some resources that may help those getting
started include:
by James Jordan; Choir Builders:
Fundamental Vocal Techniques for Classroom and General Use by Rollo Dilworth
and Emily Crocker; and The Choral WarmUp Collection by Sally Albrecht.
Listen to your singers.
Next, it is important that educators listen
to their singers. Evaluate each student’s
vocal ability, range, and quality. Listen to
each singer vocalize in order to determine
his or her range and quality of the voice.
Whether an ensemble is an “all come” or
“auditioned,” it is important to listen to the
singers a minimum of a couple of times a
year. In these sessions, teachers are given
suggestions on how to place each voice
within their ensembles based on timbre/
color/vibrato as well as a general guideline
of the specific vocal ranges associated with
sections: Soprano: C4 – C6, Alto: G3 – f5,
Tenor: D3 – A4, and Bass: E2 – E4. Also it
vol .
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is important that novice teachers make sure
that there is a good balance between all
voice parts (soprano, alto, tenor, bass). For
example, having twice as many sopranos as
other parts will overpower a choir.
Select appropriate repertoire.
Now that the ensemble is set up, the next
issue is selection of appropriate repertoire.
Create a program that fits your students,
not the All-State Chorus. For guidance, reference the state and district repertoire lists
for recommendations. Also reach out to local master teachers to guide you in creating
an appropriate program. Some important
things to consider when selecting repertoire include the range and tessitura of each
voice part; intervallic skips; agility requirements; and the appropriateness of text.
Avoid demanding register changes, and
middle and high school teachers especially
must be aware of stages of vocal development and change in the adolescent singer.
Finally, choose selections that teach specific concepts, reinforce good technique,
and aid in the development of good vocal
habits. Here are some additional recommendations of repertoire for specific levels
of instruction:
At the high school level, a mixed ensemble
may sing SATB, SAB, 3-part mixed, and
2-part mixed. I also encourage developing an all-male and all-female ensemble at
this level. A men’s ensemble may sing TB
or TTBB music, while a women’s ensemble
may sing SSA and SSAA.
For middle school, SSA re-voiced is a great
alternative to SAB music (which should be
avoided at all costs), given the male and female development and range issues. SACB,
SAC, SATB, 2-part mixed, and 3-part
mixed may also work. Cambiata Press has
begun to release music that specifically ad-
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dresses the cambiata (changing male voice)
example SACTB.
Appropriate literature for elementary programs include: unison, 2-part mixed, and
3-part mixed selections.
Understand the differences between
instrumental and vocal ensembles.
Now onto addressing the primary differences between vocal and instrumental
ensembles. First and foremost, teachers
should recognize the body as the instrument. Unlike in band or orchestra ensembles in which students physically manipulate the instruments to create sound,
in vocal music, the body is the instrument.
Another consideration is the addition of
text in vocal music. Although text may
make the concept of phrasing easier, it may
also create intonation pitfalls if there isn’t
vowel unity. Another important difference
is found in how teachers conduct vocal ensembles. Conducting a vocal ensemble will
be much different due to the impact of nonverbal body language on vocal singing. The
conductor’s body posture, hand position,
and facial affectations can greatly impact
the overall tone that is produced. Even the
onset of creating sound is different because
the vocal conductor must show the breath
using gestures and by breathing with the
singers before the downbeat.
Final thoughts.
Here are some final thoughts and practical suggestions for instrumental educators who are developing a choral program.
Learn your voice, and study proper vocal
pedagogy by enrolling in private lessons.
Reach out to master teachers in the area
to receive guidance on repertoire selection
and developing your program. Find a choir
whose style and sound you like, and visit

the rehearsal. Practice your vocal model,
conducting gesture, and piano skills (open
score reading) as you prepare for your
classes. And, lastly, get involved with organizations (such as ACDA, Chorus America,
and NAfME) that promote choral music,
and attend the clinics and workshops that
they offer. By challenging yourself with
proper technique, effective teaching strategies, and attention to the details surrounding vocal music, you and your students are
certain to find success! •
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Dr. Felicia Barber is the Director of Choral Activities at Westfield State University.
She conducts their University Chorus and
Chamber Chorale and teaches courses in
conducting and choral methods. She has
served as a clinician for professional development sessions and as a conductor
throughout the state. Dr. Barber’s research
interests include teaching strategies in the
choral classroom, community partnerships,
and the performance practice of AfricanAmerican Spirituals. Her research has lead
to presentations at regional and state conferences across the country, with recent presentations at the Phenomenon of Singing, an
international conference held in Newfoundland, Canada; the Florida Music Educators
Associations Conference; the Massachusetts
Music Educators Conference; and the 2014
Eastern Division ACDA Conference.
Dr. Barber holds a B.M. in vocal performance from Oral Roberts University, an
M.M. in Music Education from Mansfield
University, and a Ph.D. in choral music education and choral conducting from Florida
State University.

National Association for Music Education
Announces the Creation of

Touching the Lives of 20 Million Children

Give A Note Foundation was established by the
leaders of the National Association for Music Education
in order to expand and increase music education
opportunities for all children and help them develop
skills needed for success in the 21st century.

To make a donation,
please visit
www.giveanote.org
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Developing Musicianship through Transcription
By Joel Yennior, Westwood Public Schools and the New England Conservatory

T

he process of transcribing music
has much to offer
students working
to assimilate the nuances of
any musical style. Internalizing a musical recording and
then applying the music to an
instrument strengthens the
connection between a musician’s ear and instrument.
Replicating phrases from a
recording can encourage the
development of an authentic
musical vocabulary and can
help aspiring musicians learn
to effectively structure an
improvisation or original
composition. Furthermore,
notating a transcription allows
one to take a “microscopic”
view of a musical passage,
making it easier to recognize
musical details and patterns.
Often, younger students are not quite ready
to take on the challenges of the transcription process without some guidance. For
those who have not yet developed the
prerequisite musical skills to successfully
achieve each step of the process—absorbing a musical passage into the inner ear, deciphering the correct rhythms and pitches,
performing the passage with the appropriate nuances, and then notating it accurately—the task may seem daunting. Fortunately, teachers can employ a number of
vol .
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“pre-transcription” strategies when guiding
students down this path.

2.

Pause the recording and improvise
(unaccompanied) for several seconds.
There is no need to consciously try to
“echo” phrases from the recording or
to make an effort to work out the exact
notes and rhythms you hear. The goal
is simply to capture and recreate the
“spirit” of the music.

3.

Repeat this process several times. You
might also try improvising along with
the recording at times. The goal is to
“lock in” rhythmically with the groove.

4.

After working with the recording, you
may wish to take the additional step of
improvising your own complete solo
(possibly with accompaniment), doing
your best to retain many of the musical
intangibles you might have absorbed
from the recording.

The “Listen and Play” Exercise
One of the key benefits of learning music
by ear is that it encourages us to focus on
the elements of a musical performance that
cannot be easily notated. While it is beneficial at times to study printed music from a
piece of sheet music, a number of essential
musical “intangibles” are very difficult to
notate. These include tone color, rhythmic
feel, subtle tonal and dynamic inflections,
slight variations in articulation, and the
emotional intent of the performer.
The “Listen and Play” exercise is designed
to target these musical intangibles. For this
exercise, students should be guided to select a recording they enjoy listening to and
feel that they can learn from. Preferably, the
recording should be in a comfortable key
and at a moderate tempo.
Once an appropriate recording has been selected, students should follow these steps:
1.

With instrument in
to several seconds of
ing, doing your best
sorb and internalize

hand, listen
the recordto fully abthe music.

The “Sharpshooter” Exercise
This exercise helps to develop students’
precision and confidence in connecting
their ears with their instruments. The goal
is to accurately hear, sing, and re-play a
single note (or eventually a longer musical
phrase) in as few attempts as possible. This
can be an important skill when developing
the ability to hear, play, and eventually notate recorded solos.
To begin, inform your students that they
will be using their instruments as the final
step in a three-step process:
1.

Play a single pitch for the class. Students should do their best to “audiate,”
or hear, this note resonating in their
inner ears.

2.

After you play the note a second time,
students should take a moment to audiate the pitch and then sing the note
out loud.
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3.

Assuming the singing was accurate,
you would then play the note a third
time. Again, students should be encouraged to audiate and then sing the
pitch (imagining what the note might
feel like on their instrument) before attempting to play it.

A “sharpshooter” will be able to reproduce
the given note in a single attempt. Students
who come within a half or whole step of
the given pitch should also be commended, assuming they are able to re-adjust to
the correct pitch on their second attempt.
“Fishing” for notes is discouraged. Students
who are having difficulty finding a pitch accurately should be asked to sing the note
to make sure they are hearing it correctly
and may need a little coaching to help build
their skill.
Once the students have had practice reproducing individual pitches, they may be
ready to move on to short melodic phrases.
In doing so, it may be helpful to first establish a starting pitch and to begin with relatively diatonic three- to four-note patterns.
Many students will be able to accurately replay short phrases with few attempts. With
longer phrases, students should aim for the
fewest possible attempts, but most players
will need additional time to work through
the patterns on their instruments.
With a little experience with the exercise,
students can also be called upon to create
phrases for the class, or the class can be divided up to work in smaller groups or in
pairs. Integrating this exercise with other
ear-training topics such as sight-singing,
melodic and rhythmic dictation, and interval and chord recognition will help students more readily process more complex
phrases.
“The Conductor” Exercise
When transcribing and notating musical
passages internalized from a recording, it
is necessary to be able to accurately identify on which beats notes and rhythms fall
within a measure. Learning to apply basic
36 |
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conducting patterns to simple rhythmic
figures can be a helpful way to address this
skill with younger musicians.
Before attempting to transcribe music that
has not yet been notated, it is helpful to
have students conduct along with recordings and with portions of their written music in order to gain a better sense of where
notes and rhythms fall within a measure.
Start by teaching a basic 4/4 conducting
pattern. Have students conduct this pattern
while counting downbeats (1...2…3…4…),
first unaccompanied and then along with a
recording (a moderate tempo in 4/4 is preferred). Take time to point out on which
beats phrases and key rhythmic figures occur.
Next, have students conduct through selected phrases of their written music. Begin
by selecting phrases that emphasize downbeats and are not heavily syncopated. Students can take turns conducting and counting (“1...2…3…4…”) while others play the
phrases. Progress toward having the whole
group conduct the pattern while singing
their parts with “du” syllables.
For a challenge, try dictating short phrases
to the ensemble while they conduct. Start
with single-note rhythms before moving
to melodic phrases. Ask them to identify
the starting beats of each phrase, and progress eventually to requesting that they fully
notate the rhythms using the conducting
pattern to help identify the beats and note
durations.
The “Sing Test”
Before taking the sing test, students should
be guided to select an appropriate recording for their stage of development. Working
with a piece that is melodic and rhythmically simple, less harmonically advanced,
and played at a comfortable tempo would
be a general guideline. Focusing on a small
section of a longer musical passage or perhaps one chorus of an improvised solo
(rather than the full solo) can also make
things more manageable.

After settling on an appropriate recording,
the next step is to listen to the recording
repeatedly over a period of time before attempting to play it on an instrument. The
ultimate goal of this exercise is for students
to be able to audiate and to sing the musical passage both with and without the recording. The actual “Sing Test” should take
place when students have had ample time
to internalize a recording and have practiced singing along with the recording. To
administer the “test”:
•

Begin by playing the selected recording. Ask the student to sing along with
the recording, reproducing the pitches,
rhythms, and other subtleties of the recording as closely as possible.

•

After giving them a few seconds to get
their bearings, periodically fade down
the music, compelling them to continue singing the solo a cappella.

•

Depending on their current level of
ability, you might fade the music for
just a few seconds at a time or for longer durations.

When they are able to sing the entire solo
or passage accurately without the help of
the recording, they are likely ready to begin
working out the solo on their instruments.
Notating a Transcription: The “Pitch
Map”
The act of notating a musical transcription might not be considered an important
step in the process of helping to develop a
musician’s aural skills and assimilating the
nuances of a musical language. However,
fully notating a solo improvisation or other
musical passage can make it easier to identify details in music that may be difficult to
perceive with their ears alone.
A “pitch map” is a form of notation that
indicates specific pitches but gives only a
rough interpretation of rhythms and phrasing. Creating a pitch map is a useful precursor to completing a full transcription;
pitches can be quickly preserved without
vol .
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immediately tackling the additional step of
notating each individual note’s beat placement within a measure.
In this example, notes are not written with
stems. Although only approximate in terms
of their actual rhythmic values, darkened
noteheads imply rhythms of a shorter duration (quarters and eighths), while the others imply longer notes (half and whole).
Rests are generally not included, though
it may be helpful to leave a visible space in
between notes or phrases where an audible
rest takes place in the recording to help demarcate adjacent phrases (see Example 1).
Once the basic pitch map is in place, the
next step will be notating the rhythms more
completely. While counting or conducting
along with the recording, students should
begin marking the pitch map where each
downbeat occurs (see Example 2). Once
the downbeats have been identified, the
remaining rhythms should be more easily
deciphered. Complete the transcription by
adding additional details such as articulations, dynamics, and chord symbols (see
Example 3).

Additional Tips for Transcribing
When transcribing an improvised solo, it
can be helpful to become familiar with the
melody and chord progression of the passage you plan to transcribe. Lead sheets can
often be helpful, but be sure to check for
discrepancies with the actual recording.
Your playback device should have the ability to replay small sections of a recording
without skipping too far when rewinding or
fast-forwarding. A device with an equalizer
can be helpful to highlight specific frequency ranges. Over-the-ear style headphones
deliver details accurately and can help limit
background noise.

musicians to develop the prerequisite musical skills for transcribing will help build
confidence and success with this process.
With a bit of guidance and experience,
your students should soon be on the path
toward becoming more detailed listeners
with a deeper assimilation of the musical
language. •
Joel Yennior is the Contemporary Music
editor for Mass. Music News and author of
Spotlight on Slide Hampton: 11 Solo Transcriptions with Analysis and Exercises for
Additional Practice and Study.

Software such as the Amazing Slow Downer (www.ronimusic.com) can be useful for
slowing down more difficult sections but
should not be used as a “crutch” when transcribing.
There is a great deal to be gained from intensive listening and transcribing even if
early attempts don’t yield perfect replications of recordings. Working with younger

Example 1.

Example 2.

Example 3.
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Effective Grant Writing: A Conversation with Experts
Jan Woiler Meuse, Director of Giving at Boston Children’s Chorus, and Adam Epstein,
Music Teacher at East Somerville Community School

“

Money is never an issue,
and resources are aplenty”—said no urban music teacher ever! Funding for new programming,
personnel, and resources is
scarce, and urban teachers often find themselves looking to
grant writing, determined to
get the job done. Grant writing, however, takes skill, and
if we are to rely on it so heavily for funding, how do we
develop the savvy for it? As an
urban teacher, we may become
stumped by this question and
avoid the process altogether.
But the problem remains: “I
still need funding!”

Two seasoned grant writers in our field
have generously shared their expertise in
writing grants for music education. Their
insight may inspire you to start applying
for grants and winning money for your
programs. Jan Woiler Meuse is the Director
of Institutional Giving at the Boston Children’s Chorus, and Adam Epstein is a music
teacher for the Somerville Public Schools.
Both have extensive experience in applying
for and winning grants.
Tell me a little bit about your teaching situation/work and why you have
to write grants?
JWM: The whole focus of my full-time job
at BCC is about grant research and strategies, writing proposals, and maintaining
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relationships with our institutional funders.
As a 501c3 nonprofit, we rely on charitable
giving to keep our programs and organization running—we have over 450 children
in 12 different choirs in 5 Boston locations.
We keep tuition for singers very low—as
little as $25 per year—so that any child who
loves to sing can afford our program. We
therefore need to fill a significant gap between what we charge and the actual cost
per singer (significantly more than $25!).
Our organization budget is $2.3 million
this year, and approximately 50% of contributed revenue comes from foundation,
corporate, and government grants.
AE: I work in an urban, public K-8 school.
I have a very supportive music director, but
the normal yearly budget does have limits.
Grants have helped me acquire classroom
equipment and instruments above and beyond the school department budget, and
they have helped me do so outside the normal budget timeline. I have also written
grants funding student tickets for performances and field trips, as the majority of
my students’ families are classified as lowincome.
What are your go-to organizations
and foundations, and why?
JWM: Over the years, we have developed
relationships with foundations that support music education, youth development,
arts and culture, and community building.
We have been fortunate to receive funding from a wide range of funders, from the
largest in town (Barr Foundation, the Boston Foundation, Linde Family Foundation)
to very small family-operated foundations
(Ramsey McCluskey Family Foundation).
We have also sought out government sources, such as city and state cultural councils
and the National Endowment for the Arts.
AE: I use DonorsChoose.org frequently.

This website is basically a “crowd-funding”
platform in which donors can pledge any
amount toward materials for a given project. I have a network of supportive family
and friends who consistently donate to my
projects via this website, especially during
one of the “two-for-one” matching drives
in which DonorsChoose doubles all donations. It all adds up—I’ve had some people
donate just $5 to a project and others donate $200. Most people who donate I know,
but I do sometimes get anonymous donations. I’ve had projects funded in less than
a day, and the materials always arrive in a
very timely manner. I think donors enjoy
seeing the pictures that get posted to the
website afterward and reading the thankyou notes that students write to them. I’ve
had field trips funded this way also.
Are there general guidelines one
should follow when writing a grant
application? Have you received positive feedback from the grants you
have won?
JWM: Over the years, I’ve learned to follow
grant application guidelines closely and to
completely answer all questions in a concise, easy-to-read, and compelling way. It is
important to submit a complete application
that clearly articulates who you are, what
you plan to do, and how your work fulfills
a need in your community. However, even
before you roll up your sleeves to write a
proposal, you must make certain that the
foundation is a good fit. Take the time to
do some research so you don’t waste your
time in completing an application that will
go nowhere. What is their mission? What
criteria do they use in evaluating proposals? Does their interest match what you
do, where you do it, and who you serve?
Do they give money to nonprofits that are
like you? What sets you apart from those
other programs? If, through your research,
you find your program is a good fit, this last
vol .
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question may be the most vital of all: Do
you or colleagues inside or outside your organization have any connections with the
foundation staff or trustees? Who might be
the best person to help connect you? The
more connections you have, the better. This
grant business is all about relationships. It
is always in your best interest to have phone
or email contact with the foundation’s program or grant officer to introduce yourself,
pitch your program, and ask questions
(don’t ask about information they already
answer on their website or in guidelines—
you want them to perceive that you have
done your homework and that you are being respectful of their time). While each
foundation and grant is different, some
characteristics that are commonly sought
in proposals are effective organizational
leadership, financial sustainability, and
having a process in place that helps you
evaluate how successful you are in meeting your stated goals and outcomes. Give
examples of past success and the credentials of the staff involved in your program.
Share stories of how your constituents
were positively impacted by your program.
While there are usually no guarantees you
will be awarded a grant, all of these points
will help you gain the confidence of those
reviewing your request. I generally ask for
feedback only when our request has been
denied. This is a good practice, as what you
learn can be incorporated the next time you
apply, or you may learn that this particular
funder is less a fit than you had realized and
it would be best to stop pursuing them.
AE: There is a certain level of secrecy with
the grant-writing process, so I do not always
hear much feedback beyond whether or not
I have received it. However, I have gotten
some inklings and general advice from the
people who award the grants that a project
that impacts a larger number of students is
more likely to be selected. Highlighting the
needs of the student population the project will serve is often an important factor.
In general, the quality of the writing in the
grant application seems to be most significant. When writing the grant, I generally
go for a blend of an academic style with a
strong personal voice that tries to connect
the grant committee to the students being
served. Correct mechanics, grammar, and
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punctuation all matter—they show the
grant committee that you mean business,
that you are professional, and that you can
be trusted with their money.
Is there a seasonality to grant applications that music educators should
be aware of?
JWM: Every foundation is different. Some
foundations open grant applications once
a year. Some invite proposals more frequently. For example, the larger foundations may have twice yearly or quarterly
trustee meetings in which they make their
funding decisions..
AE: DonorsChoose.org works on a rolling basis, but projects funded during the
last weeks of school or during the summer
don’t ship until the first day of school in
September because of issues with receiving
shipments when school isn’t open. Each
grant application has a different timeline—
some are due in the early autumn for consideration for the next calendar year; others are due later in the school year; others
still have an idiosyncratic timeline. Best
advice: check early and check often!
How can I research foundations that
specifically donate to schools?
JWM: The Associated Grantmakers of
Massachusetts (AGM) is a great resource.
A staff member there can walk you through
a database of foundations to find ones that
are most suitable. You can run searches
on different criteria and use specific key
words to filter your area of interest. This
is time consuming, and it’s a big part of
what you have to do. Call ahead to schedule an appointment with a staff member
to orient you to the database. AGM also
offers helpful workshops. Another great
resource is the Foundation Center (visit
http://foundationcenter.org/). This site has
tons of helpful information even beyond
researching foundations, including numerous courses and webinars you can take
to strengthen your grant seeking skills.
Whether you only write proposals once in
a while or you are on a more serious path
of pursuing fundraising as a career, I highly recommend AGM and the Foundation
Center as one’s go-to resources.

AE: I most highly recommend looking for
local organizations in your region/community or organizations that specifically
fund music education projects. I have had
the most success with grants that fund
projects in my school district specifically
as well as specialized national organizations, like AOSA and OAKE. I have not
had much success with national organizations that fund all manner of education
projects—these often receive hundreds of
applications per year and award only a few.
DonorsChoose.org is always a great option
if your project doesn’t fit in to certain grant
requirements or if your timeline is short.
What encouragement can you give
to teachers who are feeling daunted
by the process or have had rejections
in the past?
JWM: Securing grants takes time and effort, and you might start out getting more
no’s than yes’s. It would be helpful to connect with someone who has experience
winning grants who can help get you started and give you feedback on your proposals before you send them. Regardless, it’s
years of learning over time, and I’m still
learning even now. It’s a journey. Don’t
give up!
AE: I once read in a NAfME publication
that “the secret to success is getting up one
more time than you are knocked down.”
This is definitely true in teaching and grant
writing. Perseverance is key! •
Jan Woiler Meuse is the Director of Institutional Giving at the Boston Children’s Chorus. Jan successfully secures and oversees
BCC’s foundation and government funding relationships. These grants represent
approximately 50% of revenues, the largest
portion of revenue in BCC’s operating budget each year.
Adam Epstein teaches music at the East
Somerville Community School. He holds a
masters degree in music education from the
Boston Conservatory.
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Music Program Leaders Update
By Heather Cote, Co-Chair with Noreen Diamond-Burdett

A

s the 2014-15 school
year begins to wind
down, I’d like to first
thank all of you who
have reached out to us this
year, whether by participating
in the fall symposium, connecting with each other via
email, or collaborating at AllState. We continue to live and
work in challenging times as
we navigate our way through
new teacher evaluation systems, new national standards,
assessments, concerts, DDMs,
growth plans, and a myriad
of other things that cross our
desks each day. Yet it’s up to us
be the leaders that our districts need to advocate for our
programs and our students
and to help our teachers grow
in their practice. As I reflect
on this past year, I think about
where we are, and where we
are headed in the future.

“It’s not about giving the assessments;
it’s about doing something about the
results.”
—Doug Reeves

and piloted, I can look ahead the next step.
What are we doing with the results, and
how can the data benefit the program? As
departments, we strive to have the same
philosophy about what we do. As individual teachers, we need to know what we
want our students to know and be able to
do and how we are going to assess that. As
leaders, we need to help our teachers connect these parts; hopefully, this is where
we can engage in meaningful conversation.
Are the students learning what we want
them to learn? And if not, what do we do
about it? The Partnership for 21st Century
Skills talks about “Multiple Levels of Mastery” in regards to student learning. The
same thing can apply to teacher learning.
The DDM is going to measure one part of
teaching; however, we’re going to continue
to use multiple assessment measures to
learn about our students. When we know
more about our students and what they do
and don’t know, then we really can move
forward to examine our teaching practices
and how best to reach all of our students.

We have been so caught up in creating as- “Effective data use requires a culture
sessments and DDMs that I feel like some- that is driven by inquiry, not fear.”
times I can’t see the forest for the trees.
Now that assessments have been developed —Mary Ann Lachat and Stephen Smith
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I find this statement particularly poignant.
As teacher evaluation now involves incorporating data, the “high-stakes” nature of
this initiative has taken over. Evaluation
and data use cannot come from a place
where teachers are fearful to teach. We
need to redirect toward a culture where
teachers are inquisitive and are encouraged to examine things they want to learn
about themselves and their students. This
can be challenging in light of the state and
national mandates that we are under that
don’t always seem to embrace this. Yet if we
are compiling and measuring student data
in a way that teachers are scared of the results, then we are not creating a culture of
collaboration with regard to teaching and
learning. As evaluators, we need to encourage our teachers to be inquisitive. To ask
questions. To set professional and student
goals centered on what they really want to
know. The accumulation of data should not
be what is feared; what is more concerning
is a state or nation of teachers who don’t
want to learn anything new about themselves or their students.
“…the best teachers recognize the
importance of ongoing assessments
and continual adjustments on the part
vol .
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of both teacher and student as the
means to achieve maximum performance.”
-Jay McTighe and Ken O’Connor
This statement resonates the most with
me because of the cyclical nature of teaching and learning that it implies. Whether
you’re talking about DDMs or other assessments, the use of assessments needs to be
ongoing and a regular part of the curriculum. But we cannot look at student learning
through a narrow lens. It is dangerous to
assume that because we taught it, the student learned it. Not only do teachers need
to continually reflect on their practices; in
turn, the students can learn to take responsibility for their learning, which creates a
collaborative culture between teachers and
students.
We will continue next year to work and
collaborate together as a team of Music
Program Leaders. We will advocate for the
best practices in our profession to ensure
that students are being provided the best
music education possible. We need to provide leadership and encouragement for the
teachers that we evaluate in order for them
to teach, learn, and reflect. And we must
continue to pave the way to ensure that music teachers are being evaluated fairly.
I will conclude the year with this final story;
On the last day of school, as our students
leave the building and we are left to our
last administrative tasks before we ourselves begin our summer vacation, I often
walk into my auditorium and look around.
As the doors close behind me, echoing
through the cavernous hall, I’m left there
in silence, and I reflect. I think about all
that that stage has seen over the previous
year. I think about all of the students that
have graced that stage, singing, dancing,
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playing, and acting. I think about what the
year has meant to them. I think about the
joy on their faces after they play their first
4th grade concert. I think about the pride
they exhibit when they play that last note
of a major work that took months to perfect and execute. I think about the rousing
applause that echoes at the end of the final
musical performance in that place, and the
tears the students shed when the experience is over. That is what I take into summer with me. None of this would be possible if we weren’t passionate about what
we do and didn’t have such a commitment
to providing for our teachers and students.
The job will never be “done.” I will never be
the perfect teacher or the perfect administrator. But in September, there will be another group of students ready to take that
stage and make it their own. And no matter
what challenges we are faced with, now and
in the future, the most important thing are
those students. Take time for yourself this
summer. Get ready to greet those kids who
will walk through your door in September
and instill in them a lifelong passion, curiosity, and love for the performing arts.
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District Reports
CENTRAL DISTRICT

H

appy
summer
from Central
District! With
the snowy,
historic
winter long
behind us, I
hope that you
are enjoying the warmth and relaxation that summer vacation offers.
Reflecting on my first year as chairperson,
I can hardly believe that it has come to a
close. Time certainly flies by when you’re
having as much fun as we do in central
Massachusetts. We celebrate an amazingly
successful year in Central District with our
two festivals as well as our continued efforts
to refine what we do so the students can be
successful.
As we move into our next school year, there
will be a continued push to communicate
more with our members and hopefully have
more teachers involved. There are plenty of
ways for educators to be involved with our
organization. If you have any interest or
questions, please feel free to contact me at
any time.
The new school year promises to be amazing. Our senior festival is ready to go, and
we are looking for new offerings throughout the school year to come together and
share our best practices and connect with
one another. We welcome many new educators to our programs around the district,
and we send our fondest wishes with those
who have retired.
I would like to thank the Executive Board
for their many hours working behind the
scenes to ensure each event is a success. I
personally would like to thank all of you,
the educators, for the hard work you do
teaching the students of Central District
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and instilling lifelong memories as you enhance and enrich their lives with the joys
and power of music. It is very clear to me
that the work we do with our students is of
the highest quality.
Summer is a time for all of us to refuel, recharge, and reconnect with our families,
our friends, and, most importantly, ourselves. I hope you all take the time to enjoy
the wonderful warm weather. I look forward to being your chairman throughout
the next school year.

willingness to continue their positions to
serve our district:
•

Secretary: Howard Worona, Hanscom
Middle School

•

Treasurer: Ryan Snyder, Boston Latin
School

•

Advocacy and Outreach: Daniel Rivenburgh, Concord Public Schools

•

Higher Education: Rhoda Bernard,
Boston Conservatory.

—Michael Lapomardo, Chair, Central District Chair

We are thrilled to have the four of them
continue their work with us!

EASTERN DISTRICT

I would also like to take a moment to thank
our festival and auditions hosts throughout
the year:

A

s the
school
year
rushes to an end,
we are already
busy preparing
for the 2015-2016
year! Our general
meeting at the
All-State Conference in March was well-attended.
Many thanks to Music and Arts for
sponsoring appetizers for the meeting.

At the general meeting, we discussed updating our database to better communicate with the Eastern District members.
We are in the process of working on this
and appreciate everyone’s contributions
to making it happen. Next year we will be
furthering communication through use
of Remind101, a one-way text messaging
service that will allow all members to be
up-to-date on the most current news and
events in the district. At the general meeting, the membership reelected the slate of
candidates for the 2015-2017 term. Please
join me in thanking the following for their

•

Senior Auditions: Milton HS (Noreen
Diamond Burdett)

•

Senior Festival: Boston Latin School
(Paul Pitts)

•

Junior Auditions: Needham HS (David Neves and Margaret McLallen)

•

Junior Festival: Lincoln-Sudbury RHS
(Tom Grandprey)

•

General Music Festival: Boston Conservatory (Rhoda Bernard).

A few announcements for vacant positions
in the district. We are seeking a Historian
to serve on the board in a non-voting position. We are in need of a Junior Orchestra
Assistant Manager and a Junior Band Assistant Manager. Hopefully by the time this
article is published those vacancies will
have been filled! Please be sure to check our
website frequently for updates.
Next year, Patrick Dandrea will be leaving
the district in the summer and relocating
to California. Please join me in thanking
Pat for his time, effort, and outstanding
service to the Eastern District. Pat was our
vol .
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Senior Festival Coordinator and made our
2015 Senior Festival a huge success. He has
been an absolute pleasure to work with and
will be greatly missed in the district. Best of
luck, Pat! Your new students will be lucky to
have you as an educator!
In closing, I hope you all have a relaxing,
rejuvenating summer! We have some wonderful events in store for the 2015-2016
year, and if you would like to be involved in
district events, please feel free to contact me
any time. We truly have a wonderful group
of educators in this district and would love
to see involvement increase! Thank you all
for a wonderful year.
—Rebecca Damiani, Eastern District Chair

SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT

T

he
Southeastern District
has enjoyed a
wonderfully
successful year.
Our auditions
and festivals
went smoothly thanks to the dedication and hard work of people too
numerous to list here. I know this
when the biggest problem of the
entire experience was a kid’s name
inadvertently left off the program!
Thank you to everyone who contributed, especially East Bridgewater and Attleboro, our wonderful festival hosts. Once again, the
musicality of every ensemble was
outstanding.

Looking forward to 2015-2016, we are excited to introduce a percussion ensemble
at the Senior Festival. We have about 60
percussionists audition each year and are
only able to accept a few for band and orchestra. This could expand in the future to
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a flute choir or saxophone ensemble, since
those are also areas where we have so many
wonderful auditionees for a limited number of spaces. Just as with the large groups,
we will need managers and conductors for
these new endeavors. I urge you to become
involved as we look to expand the reach
and mission of the our district. Maybe you
have an idea of another way we can make
the festival experience better for both our
students and our membership. We do many
things exactly the same as when I was in
District and All-State choirs some, ahem,
well, let’s just say “many” years ago.
Please consider helping with our professional development opportunities at the
festivals next year. Some interesting proposals have come up, including choral
reading/sharing sessions, music technology
offerings, string teacher round-table discussions, etc.
The format of the Fall Social and General
Meeting will be the same as last year. Please
plan to join us for hors d’oeuvres and a cash
bar before the brief meeting. Many people
commented on how they enjoyed the new
format without dinner reservations and
how they could just move into the restaurant for dinner if they chose. Our 20152016 calendar will be on the website by the
time you read this.
It is troubling to hear the news that some
school systems are cutting programs, partially or entirely, in light of severe budgetary constraints. Because the reasons for this
are individual and unique to each community, it is difficult for your professional organization to help with anything other than
a letter of support or a colleague to help
strategize. Please let me know if you are experiencing this and any way I can help.
Finally, please become involved in the
MMEA in some way! Invite your friends
and colleagues to join this vibrant community of music educators. Bring as many kids
as possible to auditions, and make sure you
know all the details of bringing students
by reviewing the handbook of policies and
procedures.

This summer, I hope you find a way to recharge for another exciting fall.
—Bill Richter, Southeastern District Chair

NORTHEASTERN DISTRICT

A

s the 2014-2015 school year
comes to an end and we
con-

tinue to
prepare for
next year, I
would like to
reflect on the
many positive
experiences
we have been
fortunate to
offer the students and teachers of
the Northeastern District. These
have been made possible through
the efforts of many individuals volunteering their time, schools, and
expertise.

Professional Development:
•

Teaching Music in the “Cloud,” Mike
Moniz (MIDI Schoolhouse)

•

Music Assessment with Technology,
Mike Moniz (MIDI Schoolhouse)

•

Band Reading Session: Gerry Dolan

•

Choral Reading Session: Jason Iannuzzi

•

Commissioned Work Project: “To Everything There is a Season,” Gwyneth
Walker

Junior & Senior Festivals & Auditions:
•

2,070 students auditioned

•

954 were accepted

•

63 Adjudicators
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•

22 Festival Staff

•

20 Collegiates

WESTERN DISTRICT

H

ello, Western
District! It is
• 11 Executive Board Members
amazing how
fast
the
school
year
• 9 Conductors
seems to fly by! It seems
• 3 Piano Accompanists
like yesterday I was
writing my fall address
• 3 Composer appearances (1 via Skype)
to you. Now that the
school year has come to a close, I
• 1 New Commissioned Work
hope you have time to enjoy some
When making the decision to run for Dis- hard-earned relaxation with your
trict Chair four years ago, I had one goal: family and friends.
to make a difference by increasing musical
opportunities for both students and colleagues throughout the district. I am proud
to say that due to the hard work of the Executive Board, the festival staff, and countless
volunteers, we have been successful. It is
important to understand that making a difference in our district is as simple as sharing your ideas and volunteering some of
your time to see them through. If you have
ever wanted to offer something to your students but funding or other obstacles stood
in your way, the Northeastern District can
be your vehicle to see them through. Propose your ideas, volunteer your time, and
you will be surprised how easy it can be.

In closing, I would like to thank the district
membership for the opportunity to serve
as the District Chair for the past two years.
At a time when music programs are being
cut back, I believe we have been moving
forward in the Northeastern District. It has
been a great pleasure working with the other members of the board. I looked forward
to our monthly meetings and other events
so we can continue our conversations on
what we can do next.
Taking over as the Northeastern District
Chair next year will be Anthony Beatrice.
He has been actively involved in MMEA
for several years in many different capacities, and I am confident he will continue to
lead the Northeastern District through new
initiatives.
—Brian Fulks, NE District Chair

Thank you to all the executive board members, managers, assistant managers, coordinators, and volunteers who helped make
both our Senior and Junior Festivals a great
experience for the students of Western District. As you enter the summer, please note
some important announcements:
•

The 2016 Junior District Festival performance will not take place at UMass
due to a conflict with the date. We are
working to solidify a new venue.

•

The string orchestra at the Junior District will remain a string orchestra, not
a full orchestra, for the 2016 festival.

•

All sixth grade students are eligible to
audition for any of the Junior District
ensembles.

•

•
Walk-in
registrations
will be allowed at both Senior
and Junior auditions this year
for an extra fee of $31.00.
•
Congratulations to Jen
Gelineau for her appointment as
the Western District String Coordinator.
•

Congratulations to Taryn Smith for
her appointment as the new Clerk.

•

Thank you to Bill Love, Denise Gendron, and Rebecca Phelps for your service to Western District. We wish you
all the best in your future endeavors.

•

Congratulations to all the retiring
members of Western District.

•

Congratulations to Julia Maloof, the
recipient of the Western District Music
Education Scholarship.

Please consider taking on a role in one of
our festivals this year. We have a full slate
of managers who all need assistants. We are
also still in need of a Treasurer. Please email
me if you are interested in any of these positions. I wish you all the best for a fun, relaxing summer. I look forward to seeing you
all in the fall.
—Andrew Villamaino, Western District
Chair

Should a Senior District piece contain
a cadenza, it will not be required for
audition.
The Many Benefits of Music Education—Tips to Share with Your Principal
Here are some simple ways principals can assist their school’s music educators:
CREATE AND FOSTER AN ENVIRONMENT OF SUPPORT:
•
Study the ways that music education develops creativity, enhances cooperative learning,
instills disciplined work habits, and correlates with gains in standardized test scores.
•
Provide adequate funding for instruments and music education materials.
COMMUNICATE CONSTRUCTIVELY
•
Encourage music teachers to support their cause by writing articles in local newspapers, professional journals, or by blogging online about the value of music education.
•
Share your students’ successes with district colleagues.

Visit www.nafme.org for more Principal Resources.
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COUNCIL FOR GENERAL MUSIC

General Music: We Got the Beat!
By Ruth Debrot, Editor, Classroom Music

W

hy is general music the heartbeat of music education? First of all, general music is predicated on
teaching all students, regardless of ability. Second,
general music lessons are rich and meaningful—
often-interdisciplinary—lessons that include singing, playing
instruments, improvising, dancing, and performing songs from
different time periods, genres, and cultures. General music lessons are differentiated. This means that teachers incorporate
strategies that challenge the gifted as well as make accommodations for children who may have behavioral disorders and
developmental or learning disabilities. Finally, general music
teachers have, in addition to musical competence, good management skills, patience, and dedication and they maintain a
positive attitude.
Professional Development
Is Essential

els designed for general music teachers
(A “what is working” model).

represent and support general music education and perhaps widen and expand the
ideology of general music pedagogy into
Music-making opportunities/festivals coursework at the secondary level. Of utat the district level for elementary and most importance, general music education
middle school students that embrace will have increased recognition, resources,
the pedagogies and practices of gen- and representation so that heartbeat of mueral music teachers. (Noncompetitive sic education is available for every child. •
and inclusive).

General music is taught in 94 percent of the
3.
nation’s public elementary schools—a statistic that has remained consistent for more
than a decade. Yet, according to the NCES
(2014), more than 50 percent of elementary
music educators in our nation’s schools are
not provided with discipline-specific proRESOURCES:
fessional development opportunities by
Additional suggestions put forth during
their school systems or districts.
the discussion included establishing web- NAfME. (2015). Mission statement. Retrieved from
based means of communication for general http://musiced.nafme.org/about/mission-statement/
What professional development opportunimusic teachers, e.g., a statewide list serve, a
ties are needed and how can MMEA help?
“Dear Abby” type column in the Mass. Mu- Parsad, B. P., & Westat, M. S. (2012-2014). Arts in eleThe “Cracker Barrel” discussion at All-State
sic News, and putting examples of general mentary and secondary schools: 1999-2000 and 2009in March, facilitated by Heather Kirby and
2010. NCES/U. S. Department of Education. Retrieved
music DDMs on the MMEA website.
Sandi Nicolucci, generated three primary
from http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2012/2012014rev.pdf
topics:
Leadership for General Music Education
1. Expanding the “Embracing the New
Educator” program to each district, us- The mission of NAfME (2015) and, in turn,
ing the Northeast District as a model MMEA is “to advance music education by
(mentoring, teacher support and re- encouraging the study and making of mutention).
sic by all.” To support this mission, MMEA
2.
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is establishing councils that exemplify various pedagogies of music education. In particular, the Council for General Music will
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MMEA Board & Staff
Through June 30, 2015.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Executive Officers			District Chairs			Representatives			Past District Chair
President (2013-2015)		
NE District Chair (2013-2015)		
Elementary Rep. (2013-2015)		
(2013-2015)
Cathy Connor-Moen		Brian Fulks			Allyn Phelps			Stephen Correia
cmoen@norwood.k12.ma.us		nedtechnology@comcast.net		allynphelps@gmail.com		scorreia1@rcn.com
President-Elect (2013-2015)		
SE District Chair (2014-2016)		
Middle School Rep. (2013-2015)
Tom Walters			Bill Richter			Anthony Beatrice
tswalters@methuen.k12.ma.us		wrichter@scit.org			abeatrice@prsd.org
Immed. Past Pres. (2013-2015)
Eastern District Chair (2014-2016)
Faith M. Lueth			
Rebecca Damiani			
flueth@comcast.net			rdamiani@mmeaeasterndistrict.org

High School Rep. (2013-2015)
Patrick Dandrea
dandreap@weston.org

Clerk (2013-2015)			
Christy Whittlesey			
whittleseyc@chelmsford.k12.ma.us

Higher Education Rep. (2013-2015)
Dr. Sandra Doneski
sandra.doneski@gordon.edu

Central District Chair (2014-2016)
Michael Lapomardo		
michael.lapomardo@gmail.com

Treasurer (2013-2015)		
Western District Chair (2014-2016)
K-12 Administrative Rep. (2013-2015)
Bill Love				Andrew Villamaino			Todd Young
billlove@charter.net			mmeawchair@gmail.com		tryoung7@comcast.net

ADMINISTRATIVE LIAISONS
NAfME E. Div. President		
Superintendents Ass’n		
Secondary Principals Ass’n
Robert Frampton			TBA				Brian Reagan
rtframpton@comcast.net						bkreagan@hudson.k12.ma.us
CMMEA Chapter			
Tri-M Liaison			
Elementary Principals Ass’n
Joanna Martell			
Dr. Noreen Diamond Burdett		
Michael LaCava
joanna.martell@gordon.edu		NDiamondbu@yahoo.com		lacavam@chelmsford.k12.ma.us

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRS
Constitution/By-Laws		
Symphony Hall Scholars		
Distinguished Service Award
Tom Walters			
Dr. David Neves			
Dr. Noreen Diamond Burdett
tswalters@methuen.k12.ma.us		dneves@aol.com			NDiamondbu@yahoo.com
Nominating			Advocacy Chair			Lowell Mason Award
Faith Lueth			TBA				Dr. Noreen Diamond Burdett
flueth@comcast.net							NDiamondbu@yahoo.com
								Advocacy Award
								Dr. Noreen Diamond Burdett
								NDiamondbu@yahoo.com

STAFF MEMBERS AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Staff Members			

Support Personnel

Executive Director 		Auditions Coordinator
Dr. Michele Holt			
Michael Lapomardo
P.O. Box 3886			
mlapomardo@shrewsbury.k12.ma.us
South Attleboro, MA 02703-3886
micheleholt1@gmail.com		
Database Manager
Fax: 401-822-5151			
Rick Lueth
				Rick.Lueth@comcast.net
Massachusetts Music News Editor
Susan Gedutis Lindsay		
mmeaeditor@comcast.net

Massachusetts Music News Copy Editor
Teegan Dykeman-Brown

Mass Music News Business Manager
Kristen Harrington
massmusicnews@gmail.com
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100

$
REBATE
& EPH-100SL
EARPHONES

Purchase a qualifying instrument between
April 1, 2015 – June 30, 2015 to receive a
$100 mail-in rebate and EPH-100SL Earphones
For a complete list of qualifying instruments and
to begin the rebate process, visit

4wrd.it/GTY15MMN
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BANG
A BIGGER
DRUM.
DARE TO LIVE IN FULL COLOR.
• DISCOUNTS FOR GROUP BOOKINGS
• PRIORITY SEATING
• RESERVE UP TO 12 MONTHS IN ADVANCE
• PRIVATE PERFORMANCES
BLUEMAN.COM /GROUPSALES | 1.800.BLUEMAN
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University of Massachusetts | Amherst
Department of Music and Dance

AUDITION DATES
FOR 2015 ADMISSION

BA in Music
BM in Jazz, History,
Music Education,
Performance &
Theory/Composition

Early Action for Spring & Fall:
November 22, 2014

MM in Collaborative Piano,
Composition, Conducting,
Jazz Composition/Arranging,
Music Education, History,
Performance & Theory

Regular Action for Fall: January 16, 2015,
January 17, 2015, January 31, 2015 (no jazz),
February 14, 2015

STRING AUDITION DATES
FOR 2015 ADMISSION
Early Action for Spring & Fall:
November 17, 2014
Regular Action for Fall: January 17, 2015,
February 17, 2015

Information & Admissions
John Huling, Director
413 545 6048 or jhuling@music.umass.edu
www.umass.edu/music
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